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The diffusion of DNA in cytoplasm is thought to be an
important determinant of the efficacy of gene delivery
and antisense therapy. We have measured the transla-
tional diffusion of fluorescein-labeled double-stranded
DNA fragments (in base pairs (bp): 21, 100, 250, 500, 1000,
2000, 3000, 6000) after microinjection into cytoplasm and
nucleus of HeLa cells. Diffusion was measured by spot
photobleaching using a focused argon laser spot (488
nm). In aqueous solutions, diffusion coefficients of the
DNA fragments in water (Dw) decreased from 53 3 1028

to 0.81 3 1028 cm2/s for sizes of 21–6000 bp; Dw was
related empirically to DNA size: Dw 5 4.9 3 1026 cm2/
sz[bp size]20.72. DNA diffusion coefficients in cytoplasm
(Dcyto) were lower than Dw and depended strongly on
DNA size. Dcyto/Dw decreased from 0.19 for a 100-bp DNA
fragment to 0.06 for a 250-bp DNA fragment and was
<0.01 for >2000 bp. Diffusion of microinjected fluores-
cein isothiocyanate (FITC) dextrans was faster than
that of comparably sized DNA fragments of 250 bp and
greater. In nucleus, all DNA fragments were nearly im-
mobile, whereas FITC dextrans of molecular size up to
580 kDa were fully mobile. These results suggest that the
highly restricted diffusion of DNA fragments in nucleo-
plasm results from extensive binding to immobile obsta-
cles and that the decreased lateral mobility of DNAs
>250 bp in cytoplasm is because of molecular crowding.
The diffusion of DNA in cytoplasm may thus be an im-
portant rate-limiting barrier in gene delivery utilizing
non-viral vectors.

The diffusional mobility of DNA fragments in cytoplasm is
thought to be an important determinant of the efficacy of DNA
delivery in gene therapy and antisense oligonucleotide therapy
(1–3). Liposome-mediated gene transfer involves endocytic up-
take, release from endosomes, dissociation of DNA from lipid,
diffusion through cytoplasm, transport across nuclear pores,
and diffusion to nuclear target sites (4–7). Although consider-
able attention has been given to the mechanisms of cellular
DNA internalization, nuclear uptake, and subsequent molecu-
lar events, little is known about the diffusive properties of

introduced DNA fragments in cytoplasm and nucleus. It is not
known whether the diffusion of DNA fragments is hindered by
binding and steric interactions or how the size and physical
structure of DNA affect its diffusional properties.

Recent studies have provided information about the diffu-
sional mobilities of small and macromolecule-sized solutes in
cytoplasm and nucleus. Spot photobleaching measurements
indicated that small solutes diffuse freely and rapidly in cyto-
plasm and nucleus, with diffusion coefficients only 3–4 times
lower than that in water (8, 9). Analysis of the individual
factors slowing solute diffusion, including fluid-phase viscosity,
binding, and collisional interactions, indicated that the princi-
pal barrier for diffusion of small solutes was collisional inter-
actions due to macromolecular crowding (8). The “fluid-phase”
viscosity of cytoplasm and nucleus, defined as the viscosity
sensed by a small probe that does not interact with cellular
components, was determined by time-resolved anisotropy (10)
and ratio imaging of a viscosity-sensitive fluorescent probe (11)
to be only 1.2–1.4 times greater than the viscosity of water. The
translational diffusion of larger, macromolecule-sized solutes
(FITC1 -labeled dextrans and Ficolls) in cytoplasm and nucleus
was only 3–4-fold slower than in water for solutes ,500–750
kDa (12) but was markedly slowed for larger solutes (11, 12).
The diffusional mobilities of targeted green fluorescent protein
chimeras have been measured recently in the aqueous phase of
cytoplasm (13), mitochondria (14), and endoplasmic reticulum
(15). Although these studies provide a starting point to predict
the diffusional properties of DNA fragments, they do not ac-
count for the unique charge and structure of DNA that may
strongly affect its interactions with cellular components and
thus its diffusional mobility.

The purpose of this study was to measure the translational
diffusion of DNA in cytoplasm and nucleus. Diffusion of micro-
injected fluorescein-labeled oligonucleotides and larger DNA
fragments was measured by fluorescence recovery after photo-
bleaching. It was found that the diffusion of small DNA frag-
ments in cytoplasm was mildly impeded but became greatly
hindered with increasing DNA size. The diffusion of DNA frag-
ments of all sizes was severely restricted in the nucleus. These
results have important implications regarding the barriers to
DNA transit through cells.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Labeled DNA Fragments—The 3000- and 6000-bp double-stranded
DNA fragments were obtained by linearizing plasmids pBluescript SK
and pGl2 (Promega), respectively. The 1000-bp DNA was obtained by
digesting pBluescript with DraI and EcoRI, generating fragments of
1200, 1000, and 700 bp. The 100-, 50-, and 2000-bp DNA fragments
were generated by PCR amplification using human cystic fibrosis trans-
membrane conductance regulator (CFTR) cDNA as a template. The
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amplified DNAs corresponded to nucleotides 4357–4443, 300–800, and
200–2301, respectively, in the CFTR cDNA. The 250-bp DNA fragment
was generated by PCR using yeast ubiquitin cDNA as template. DNAs
were covalently labeled with fluorescein using the IT nucleic acid la-
beling kit (PanVera Corp.) according to the manufacturer’s instruc-
tions. The labeled DNA fragments were purified twice on Microspin
columns and ethanol-precipitated. Fluorescein labeling did not alter
DNA conformation as assessed by restriction enzyme and DNase I
susceptibility (data not shown). The fluorescein-labeled 21-mer (59-
GGTTATCTAGACTCGAGCTC-39) phosphorothioate oligonucleotide
was synthesized by Research Genetics Inc., and the double-stranded
21-mer was obtained by annealing with its unlabeled complementary
sequence. In some experiments, cells were microinjected with size-
fractionated FITC dextrans (70, 580, and 2000 kDa) prepared as de-
scribed previously (12).

Cell Culture and Microinjection—HeLa cells (ATCC CCL-2, passages
15–30) were cultured on 18-mm diameter round glass coverslips in
DME H-21 medium supplemented with 5% fetal calf serum, penicillin
(100 units/ml), and streptomycin (100 mg/ml). Cells were grown at 37 °C
in 95% air, 5% CO2 and used 1–2 days after plating at which time they
were ;80% confluent. For microinjection, fluorescein-labeled DNAs
were dissolved in calcium-free phosphate-buffered saline, and solutions
were centrifuged (10,000 3 g, 10 min) to remove particulate matter.
Microinjection was performed using an Eppendorf 5170 micromanipu-
lator and 5242 microinjector. Glass needles were drawn from thin-
walled filament capillaries (FHC, Brunswick, ME) with a vertical nee-
dle puller (Kopf, Tujunga, CA). Cells were microinjected with ;4 fl of
solution at an injection pressure of 120 kilopascals over 0.5 s. Measure-
ments were made at 23 °C at 5–45 min after microinjection unless other
specified.

Spot Photobleaching Measurements—An apparatus described previ-
ously (16) was modified to measure recovery curves over long times. The
output of an argon ion laser (488 nm, Innova 70–4, Coherent Inc.) was
modulated by a high contrast acousto-optic modulator (Brimrose Inc.)
and directed onto the stage of an inverted epifluorescence microscope
(Diaphot, Nikon). The excitation path also contained a fast shutter
(open/close times ,2 ms), which was used to switch the probe beam on
and off (beam on ;25 ms out of every 1–10 s) during data acquisitions
over long times. The beam was reflected by a dichroic mirror (510 nm)
onto the sample using an objective lens (Nikon 320 dry, numerical
aperture 0.75; or Nikon 360 oil, numerical aperture 1.4). For most
experiments, the laser beam power was set to 50–100 milliwatts (488
nm), and the attenuation ratio (the ratio of bleach to probe beam
intensity) was set to 5000–10,000 to give ,30% bleach. Sample fluo-
rescence was filtered by serial barrier (Schott glass OG 515) and inter-
ference (530 6 15 nm) filters and detected by a gated photomultiplier.
Signals were amplified and digitized at 1 MHz using a 14-bit analog-
to-digital converter. Beam modulation, shutter state, photomultiplier
gating, and data collection were software controlled. Signals were sam-
pled prior to the bleach (generally 103 data points in 100 ms) and over
three different time intervals after the bleach: high resolution data
(1-MHz sampling rate) over 10–100 ms, low resolution data (generally
104 points) over 0.1–10 s, and long time data (generally 103 points
averaged over 25 ms while shutter open, followed by specified delay).

For measurements in aqueous solutions, 2.5-ml solution volumes
were “sandwiched” between two coverslips to produce aqueous layers of
;5-mm thickness. Three to six individual recovery curves were gener-
ally averaged. For cell measurements, the coverglass containing the
cultured cells (facing upward) was mounted in a perfusion chamber and
positioned on the microscope stage. Measurements were made on dif-
ferent cells for analysis of individual recovery curves or groups of
averaged recovery curves.

Photobleaching with Confocal Image Detection—A Nipkow wheel
confocal microscope (Leitz upright microscope with Technical Instru-

ments K2-Bio coaxial-confocal attachment) and cooled CCD camera
detector (Photometrics) were used to acquire cell images after bleach-
ing. An electronically shuttered bleach beam from the argon laser was
directed onto the cell sample from below using a Leitz 325 long working
distance air objective. Cells were viewed from above by epifluorescence
using the 360 oil immersion objective and fluorescein filter set. Soft-
ware was written to coordinate the bleach pulse, excitation and camera
shutters, and image acquisition.

Analysis of Photobleaching Data—Apparent D values were deter-
mined from t1⁄2 using an experimentally determined calibration relation
of t1⁄2 versus D obtained with solutions of fluorescein in defined water/
glycerol mixtures (8). t1⁄2 values were determined from pre-bleach fluo-
rescence and the fluorescence recovery time course as described previ-
ously (12). Data obtained in cells using the 360 objective were
compared with the calibration relation obtained with the 320 objective
using a correction factor of 9.3 determined from the ratio of t1⁄2 measured
using the 320 versus 360 objectives in cells expressing green fluores-
cent protein in their cytoplasm (13).

RESULTS

The diffusional mobilities of fluorescein-labeled DNAs were
measured after microinjection into cytoplasm or nucleus of
HeLa cells. Fig. 1 shows representative confocal micrographs of
microinjected cells. After microinjection into cytoplasm, a dou-
ble-stranded 21-mer phosphorothioate oligonucleotide accumu-
lated rapidly in the nucleus (2- and 5-min micrographs shown
in Fig. 1, A and B). Similar results were found for single-
stranded phosphodiester and phosphorothioate oligonucleo-
tides (not shown). In contrast, little diffusion away from the
cytoplasmic microinjection site was found for a 6000-bp linear
double-stranded DNA fragment at 5 min (Fig. 1C) and 60 min
(Fig. 1D) after microinjection. (The nucleus is out of the image
field in Fig. 1, C and D.) A 500-bp DNA fragment distributed
through the cytoplasm (Fig. 1E) and nucleus (Fig. 1F) within a
few minutes after microinjection but did not cross the nuclear
membrane.

Spot photobleaching experiments were carried out for quan-
titative determination of diffusion coefficients. Fig. 2A shows
photobleaching recovery curves for saline solutions of fluores-
cein-labeled DNA fragments. Measurements were carried out
on thin solution layers between coverglasses using a 320 ob-
jective (spot diameter ;4 mm). The signals recovered to approx-
imately the pre-bleach fluorescence as expected for unhindered
probe diffusion in aqueous solutions. The recovery rates de-
pended strongly on DNA size with t1⁄2 increasing from 24 ms
(oligonucleotide) to ;1500 ms (6000-bp DNA fragment). Fig. 2B
shows a log-log plot of deduced diffusion coefficients (Dw) versus
DNA molecular size (in kDa), with an empirical linear fit, Dw 5
4.9 3 1026 cm2/sz[bp size]20.72. For comparison Dw values for
size-fractionated FITC dextrans are shown.

Spot photobleaching measurements were done in HeLa cells
microinjected with the fluorescein-labeled DNA fragments.
Cells were illuminated using a 360 oil immersion objective
(spot diameter ;1.3 mm). As described under “Materials and
Methods,” care was taken to avoid photobleaching by the probe
beam, and bleach time and intensity were set to give bleach
depth ,30% of initial intensity and bleach time under 5% of

FIG. 1. Confocal fluorescence micrographs of HeLa cells after microinjection with fluorescein-labeled DNA fragments. Micrographs
were taken with 360 oil immersion objective and cooled CCD camera as described under “Materials and Methods.” A and B, cytoplasm was
microinjected with 21-mer double-stranded oligonucleotide. Micrographs were obtained at 2 min (A) and 5 min (B) after microinjection. C and D,
cytoplasm injected with double-stranded linear 6000-bp DNA with micrographs recorded at 5 min (C) and 60 min (D) after microinjection. E and
F, cytoplasm (E) and nucleus (F) microinjected with double-stranded 500-bp DNA fragment. Micrographs were obtained at 10 min after
microinjection.
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recovery half-time. Original recovery curves for the diffusion of
fluorescein-labeled DNA fragments are shown in Fig. 3A for
cytoplasm and Fig. 3B for nucleus. (Because the microinjected
oligonucleotide disappeared very quickly from the cytoplasm, it
was not possible to make an accurate photobleaching measure-
ment of oligonucleotide diffusion in cytoplasm.) DNA diffusion
in cytoplasm was strongly size-dependent. The majority of la-
beled DNA was mobile in cytoplasm for up to 1000 bp as shown
by the nearly complete fluorescence recoveries. In contrast,
DNAs of all sizes diffused very slowly in nucleus. Similar
measurements were made in cytoplasm and nucleus microin-
jected with FITC dextrans in place of the fluorescein-labeled
DNA fragments. Fig. 3C shows that the 70- and 580-kDa FITC
dextrans diffused freely in cytoplasm and nucleus (equivalent
to DNA sizes of 106 and 878 bp, respectively), whereas the
2000-kDa FITC dextran was essentially immobile.

Control studies were done to prove that the recovery signals
above represented translational diffusion of the fluorescein-
labeled DNA fragments. Measurements of fluorescence recov-
ery rates were done as a function of spot diameter and bleach
time/intensity (as done in Refs. 17 and 18). Recovery rates
decreased with increasing bleach spot diameter, as expected for
a diffusion-related process. Fig. 4A shows recovery curves for
bleaching of the 250-bp DNA fragment using 360 and 3100
objectives; the recovery t1⁄2 increased by more than 2-fold for the
lower power objective. The recovery rates were not dependent
on solution O2 content (Fig. 4A, lower curve), indicating that
triplet state relaxation processes do not contribute to the fluo-
rescence recovery. However, when samples containing fluores-

cein-labeled DNA fragments were bleached by a brief laser
pulse, a very fast fluorescence recovery process (,2 ms) was
observed, as seen in Fig. 4B for the fluorescein-labeled oligo-
nucleotide in nucleus. In contrast to the slower recovery pro-
cesses in Fig. 3, the time course of the very fast process was not
dependent on spot size (t1⁄2 1.7 6 0.1 (S.E., n 5 7) and 2.1 6 0.3
ms for 360 and 320 objectives), was abolished in buffers sat-
urated with 100% O2 (Fig. 4B, lower curve), and was readily
observed at low bleach intensities and short bleach times (not
shown). As discussed in Refs. 17 and 19, this rapid reversible
photophysical process probably arises from triplet state relax-
ation and is unrelated to DNA diffusion.

Fig. 4C shows serial fluorescence micrographs after bleach-
ing a large spot in the cytoplasm or nucleus. Direct visualiza-
tion is useful to identify any unusual compartmentation or
other phenomena that might alter the interpretation of the
quantitative spot photobleaching experiments in Fig. 3. In each
case a pre-bleach micrograph is shown at the left; serial fluo-
rescence micrographs at indicated times are shown at the right.
Consistent with the spot photobleaching recovery curves, fluo-
rescence recovery was seen for a 250-bp DNA fragment in
cytoplasm over 10–25 s (top row of micrographs), whereas
essentially no recovery was seen in nucleus (bottom row of
micrographs). (The considerably slower recovery t1⁄2 values in
cytoplasm compared with data in Fig. 3A are because of the
much larger spot size.) There was little compartmentation or
major DNA-inaccessible compartments.

Fig. 5 summarizes relative DNA diffusion coefficients in
cytoplasm (Dcyto) and nucleus (Dnuc) relative to that in water

FIG. 3. Spot photobleaching meas-
urements of fluorescein-labeled DNA
and dextran diffusion in microin-
jected HeLa cells. Representative fluo-
rescence recovery data (360 oil immer-
sion objective) in cytoplasm (A) and
nucleus (B) of cells microinjected with in-
dicated fluorescein-labeled DNA frag-
ments at 23 °C. Data represent averaged
recovery curves for three or more individ-
ual experiments. In each case bleach time
was well under 5% of recovery t1⁄2 and
bleach depth was under 30%. C, fluores-
cence recovery curves for indicated micro-
injected FITC dextrans in cytoplasm and
nucleus.

FIG. 2. Spot photobleaching of fluo-
rescein-labeled DNA fragments in sa-
line solution. A, representative fluores-
cence recovery curves for indicated linear
double-stranded DNA fragments in phos-
phate-buffered saline at 23 °C. Solution
layer thickness was 5 mm, and the 320
objective lens was used. Bleach times
were ,2% of recovery half-times, and
bleach depth was maintained at 20–28%.
B, diffusion coefficients (Dw, cm2/s 3
1028) as a function of DNA size. Dw for
FITC dextrans is shown for comparison.

DNA Diffusion in Cytoplasm and Nucleus 1627
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(Dw). For comparison, Dcyto/Dw and Dnuc/Dw for microinjected
FITC dextrans are shown (see “Discussion”).

DISCUSSION

This study provides basic information about the diffusional
mobility of naked DNA fragments in cytoplasm and nucleus.
The DNA fragments were introduced by microinjection to study
their mobilities in the aqueous compartments of cytoplasm and
nucleus without complicating factors such as vesicular com-
partmentation and degradation resulting from prolonged incu-
bation. After microinjection into the cytoplasm, small oligonu-
cleotides diffused promptly into the nucleus where they became

remarkably hindered in their diffusion. A DNA fragment of 100
bp was fully mobile in cytoplasm with a diffusive rate only ;5
times slower than in water, similar to that of a comparably
sized FITC dextran. The diffusion of larger DNA fragments in
cytoplasm became remarkably slowed, with little or no diffu-
sion for DNAs .2000 bp. In nucleus, DNA fragments of all
sizes were nearly immobile on a distance scale of ;1 micron
and a time scale of several minutes. In contrast, similar sized
FITC dextrans up to 580 kDa diffused freely in the nucleus.
The immobilization of DNA by the nucleus is probably because
of extensive DNA binding to nuclear components, including the
positively charged histones. These findings indicate that diffu-
sion of DNAs can be a significant rate-limiting barrier in the
cellular processing of plasmids and large DNA fragments, par-
ticularly when diffusion and nuclear uptake compete with deg-
radation by cytosolic nucleases (20).

The microinjected oligonucleotide was rapidly taken up by
the nucleus, such that little cytoplasmic fluorescence remained
a few minutes after microinjection. This observation is consist-
ent with the efficient accumulation of oligonucleotides in the
nucleus that has been attributed to oligonucleotide binding to
nuclear proteins (21) and active nuclear import (22). Our find-
ing of impeded oligonucleotide mobility in nucleus is consistent
with the avid nuclear accumulation of oligonucleotides. Politz
et al. (23) recently reported the diffusion of fluorescein-labeled
oligo(dA) and -(dT) (43-mers) in the nucleus of cultured rat
myoblasts measured by fluorescence correlation spectroscopy.
They found that although the majority of oligo(dT) was immo-
bile, probably because of hybridization to poly(A) sequences, a
significant fraction of the poly(dT) was free with an apparent
diffusion coefficient of 4 3 1027 cm2/s, nearly the same as that
measured in aqueous solutions. From previous measurements
(12) and data here showing that nuclear diffusion of non-reac-
tive dextrans and Ficolls (0.5–500 kDa) is 3–5 times slower
than in water, it is anticipated that nuclear diffusion of an
oligonucleotide, even if it does not bind to nuclear components,
must be substantially slower than in water. Further, rapid
oligonucleotide diffusion appears to be inconsistent with the
stable nuclear accumulation of oligonucleotides. The differ-
ences between the results here and those of Politz et al. (23)
could be related to differences in the cells and/or oligonucleo-
tides or possibly reversible photobleaching processes, which
can be difficult to evaluate in fluorescence correlation spectros-
copy measurements. We note that the recovery t1⁄2 for the re-
versible recovery (Fig. 4B) would predict an apparent oligonu-
cleotide diffusion coefficient of 1–2 times faster than that in
water, which could be misinterpreted as rapid diffusion in

FIG. 4. Photobleaching of fluorescein-labeled DNA fragments.
A, dependence of fluorescence recovery on spot size. Recovery curves are
shown for 250-bp fluorescein-labeled DNA in cytoplasm measured using
360 and 3100 objectives with bleach times of 4 ms. B, reversible
photobleaching of fluorescein-labeled oligonucleotide in nucleus. Fast
recovery of 21-bp fluorescein-labeled DNA was measured with 100-ms
bleach time with indicated objectives and in cells bathed in air versus
100 O2-saturated solution (see text for explanation). C, serial fluores-
cence images were recorded at indicated times with 360 oil immersion
objective. Pre-bleach images are shown at the left. Cytoplasm (top) and
nucleus (bottom) were injected with a 250-bp fluorescein-labeled DNA
fragment. Scale bar, 5 mm.

FIG. 5. DNA size dependence of relative diffusion coefficients in cytoplasm (Dcyto/Dw) and nucleus (Dnuc/Dw). Each point is the
mean 6 S.E. for 5–15 independent measurements for DNA diffusion in cytoplasm (left) or nucleus (right). For comparison, Dcyto/Dw and Dnuc/Dw
values for microinjected FITC dextrans (open squares) are as shown.

DNA Diffusion in Cytoplasm and Nucleus1628
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nucleus. The imaging study in Fig. 4C confirms the relative
immobility of the oligonucleotide in nucleus.

The DNA diffusion coefficients measured here in solution are
in general agreement with the few reported data. Bjorling et al.
(24) used fluorescence correlation spectroscopy to detect DNA
products formed during PCR. They reported that the relative
translational diffusion coefficient decreased linearly with the
length of double-stranded DNA fragments, decreasing 5-fold
with fragments of 50–500 nucleotides. Fishman and Patterson
(25) estimated the diffusion coefficient of a linearized 3.7-kilo-
base plasmid by low angle dynamic light scattering to be 2.9 3
1028 cm2/s. We found that the DNA diffusion coefficient de-
creased by 65-fold with increasing DNA size from 21 to 6000 bp.
This decrease is quite different from that predicted for a spher-
ical molecule, indicating the complex hydrodynamic properties
of DNA with respect to translational diffusion.

There was a dramatic reduction of DNA diffusive rates in
cytoplasm as DNA size increased beyond 1000 bp (660 kDa).
Whereas the relative diffusion coefficient of DNA in cytoplasm
compared with water (Dcyto/Dw) was approximately unity for
small oligonucleotides, Dcyto/Dw progressively decreased to
0.19, 0.067, and 0.032 for DNA fragments of 100, 250, and 500
bp, respectively. The diffusion of DNAs of 3000 bp or greater
was immeasurably slow. The slowing of DNA diffusion could
represent a combination of binding and crowding effects. We
believe that binding effects are not primarily responsible for
the slowed diffusion of large DNA fragments because binding
interactions should not depend strongly on DNA size. Thus
molecular crowding and collisional interactions probably are
responsible for the slowed DNA diffusion. Yarmola et al. (26)
measured DNA diffusion in a 1% agarose gel from band spread-
ing in the absence of an electric field. The DNA diffusion
coefficient decreased from 1.7 to 0.2 3 1028 cm2/s for DNA size
of 1–3 kilobases. The substantially more crowded cellular en-
vironment, in which 10–15% of cytoplasm is occupied by mac-
romolecules (8), is expected to produce an even stronger de-
pendence of intracellular diffusion on DNA size.

The very slow diffusion of plasmid-size DNA fragments in
cells is an important observation with regard to gene therapy.
Vectors and cellular factors that enhance cytoplasmic DNA
mobility may thus have value in increasing the efficacy of gene
expression. The slow diffusion of plasmid DNA in the cytosol

has probably necessitated the evolution of efficient packaging
and transport mechanisms to transport viral DNA across the
cytoplasm. Interactions between viral capsid proteins and the
microtubular network and/or the actin cytoskeleton appears to
account for the efficient nuclear targeting of viral particles (27).
The vectorial transport of viruses to the nucleus could thus
serve as a paradigm to design more efficient DNA delivery
systems to improve non-viral gene delivery methods.
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